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Abstract 
The dynamics of the dilemma zone (DZ) have been realized since the concept of the dilemma zone was proposed in 
1960. The dynamics are a reflection of the dynamical characteristics of the driver-vehicle complex, and can be 
characterized by the dynamical features of the dilemma zone contributing factors which include the minimum 
perception-reaction time (PRT) and the maximum deceleration and acceleration rates. To date, the dynamics of these 
contributing factors have not yet been well modeled and quantified despite being continuously explored by 
researchers over decades. In the absence of the quantitative knowledge about these contributing factors, the dilemma 
zone with assumed constant parameter values, and the Type II dilemma zone defined from a probabilistic perspective 
(i.e. a zone in which at the onset of yellow interval more than 10% and less than 90% drivers would choose to stop) 
were widely used in practice as alternatives in estimating the dilemma zone. However, both alternatives are 
compromised in ways, being still incapable of reflecting the dilemma zone dynamics. In fact, the incapacity of 
modeling and quantifying the dilemma zone dynamics was due to the lack of reliable and robust vehicular trajectory 
data during the yellow intervals. The availability of video-capture based software VEVID enabled the collection of 
high-frequency time-based trajectory data from high-definition digital video and hence offered technical 
preparedness for modeling the dilemma zone dynamics. The most significant innovation of this paper lies in the 
proposal of the dynamical dilemma zone model by incorporating the quantitative dynamics into the traditional 
dilemma zone model. The dynamical contributing factors were identified, quantified, and eventually formulated. 
Particularly, the models for the contributing factors were developed and validated using separate datasets. The 
validation results indicated that the models for the dynamical contributing factors are effective in predicting the 
minimum PRT and the maximum acceleration and deceleration rates under various speed conditions.  Specifically, 
the minimum PRT is a function of individual vehicle’s speed; and the maximum deceleration and acceleration rates 
are functions of both the individual vehicle’s speed and the intersection approach’s 85th percentile speed. The final 
evaluation compared the dynamical dilemma zone with the traditional dilemma zone model, and the Type II dilemma 
zone model calibrated based on the same trajectory data used for developing the dynamical dilemma zone model. As 
expected, the evaluation results indicated that the dynamical dilemma zone model estimated the dilemma zone more 
accurately than the traditional dilemma zone model and the Type II dilemma zone model. This innovation brings 
advancement in empirical understanding and theoretical modeling of the dynamics of DZ and hence provides 
theoretical support for developing more efficient and effective dilemma zone protection strategies in the future. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and peer-review under responsibility of Delft University of 
Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Dynamics of yellow light dilemma zone 
The dynamical characteristics of the dilemma zone have already been realized for many years since the 
introduction of the concept the “Yellow Light Dilemma Zone” back in the 1960s (Gazis et al., 1960). Gazis et al. 
defined the dilemma zone as the distance between the minimum safe stopping distance Xc and the maximum yellow-
light-running distance X0. When Xc is greater than X0, a Type I dilemma zone forms. Vehicles in the Type I dilemma 
zone at the onset of a yellow interval can neither clear the intersection during the yellow interval nor stop safely 
before the stop line. When X0 is greater than Xc, the Type I dilemma zone is eliminated while an option zone forms. 
Vehicles in the option zone at the onset of yellow interval are either able to proceed through the intersection during 
the yellow interval or manage to stop safely before the stop line. However, research showed that drivers in the option 
zone still experience indecisiveness (dilemma) when making the stop/go decision, which also increases the chance 
for them to be involved in rear-end or right-angle crashes (Saito et al., 1990; Koll et al., 2004). Figs. 1a and 1b 
illustrates Type I dilemma zone and option zone, respectively. 
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Fig. 1. Three types of dilemma zones: (a) Type I dilemma zone; (b) Option zone; (c) Type II dilemma zone. 
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Numerically, Gazis et al. introduced the mathematical forms of Xc and X0 using the kinetics equations, as shown 
by Eqs (1) and (2). 
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Where,  
V0  = vehicle’s speed (ft/s); 
į1  = driver’s minimum perception-reaction time (PRT) for passing (s); 
į2  = driver’s minimum perception-reaction time (PRT) for stop (s); 
Į1  = vehicle’s maximum acceleration rate for passing (ft/s2); 
Į2  = vehicle’s maximum deceleration rate for stop (ft/s2); 
Ĳ  = duration of yellow interval (s); 
W = intersection width (ft); and, 
L  = vehicle length (ft).  
In a comprehensive review of research on the yellow light dilemma zone, Liu et al. indicated that the dynamics of the 
dilemma zone are reflected by the dynamical characteristics of the driver-vehicle complex (Liu et al., 1985). In other 
words, the variance in driver behavior and vehicle characteristics strongly contributes to the dynamical feature of the 
yellow light dilemma zone. To date, the dynamics have not been well revealed and mathematically modeled, perhaps 
due to the lack of robust and high-definition vehicle trajectory data obtained during the yellow intervals (Sharma et 
al., 2011). Without the quantitative knowledge of the dynamics of the dilemma zone, it is difficult to accurately 
estimate the location of dilemma zone. The corresponding dilemma zone protection strategies are hence unable to 
function optimally with an imprecisely estimated dilemma zone. Therefore, quantifying and modeling the dynamics 
of the dilemma zone is critical to the estimation and eventual protection of the dilemma zone.  
 
1.2. Compromised alternatives to estimating the dilemma zone 
According to Eqs (1) and (2), four contributing factors for dilemma zone, namely į1, į2, Į1, and Į2, are exactly 
those factors that are associated with the dynamical characteristics of the driver-vehicle complex. Accurate 
estimations of these factors can consequently assure the precise prediction of the location and length of the dilemma 
zone. However, in practice there has been a lack of quantitative knowledge of these factors, because quantifying 
them has always been constrained by technology limitations in trajectory data collection (Sharma et al., 2011). As a 
compromised solution, constant values were typically assumed for these contributing factors when estimating the 
dilemma zone. These constant values were applied in various research efforts and recommended in various manuals 
and handbooks by the US Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the Institute of Transportation Engineers 
(ITE) (Click 2008; FHWA, 2006; ITE, 2009). Despite the ease of estimation, using these assumed constant factors is 
unable to reflect the dynamical characteristics of the dilemma zone.   
Another alternative to estimating the dilemma zone is based on the concept of a Type II dilemma zone, a 
definition of the dilemma zone from a probabilistic perspective (Zegeer, 1977).  Zegeer defined the dilemma zone as 
a segment of the intersection approach bounded by the locations where the drivers’ stopping probabilities are 0.1 and 
0.9, respectively. Fig. 1c illustrates the definition of Type II dilemma zone. The proposal of this alternative definition 
was to facilitate estimating the dilemma zone given the absence of quantitative knowledge about the dilemma zone 
contributing factors. By using the probabilistic definition, the location of the dilemma zone can be determined 
exclusively by a driver’s stopping probability. The probability can be simply computed by performing logistic or 
probit regression analysis on the driver’s yellow-onset trajectory data (Sheffi and Mahmassani, 1981), which are 
relatively easy to obtain and require less robustness in computation. Despite its ease in estimating dilemma zone, a 
Type II dilemma zone assumes constant length of the dilemma zone measured in “Time to Intersection (TTI)” (e.g. 
2.0 s to 5.0 s) for different intersections with varying operational characteristics. This makes it difficult for the 
estimated dilemma zone to truly reflect the dynamical characteristics of the driver-vehicle complex under various 
traffic operational conditions. 
In summary, although the two alternatives have been widely applied in practice to estimate the dilemma zone, 
both of them are compromised in ways in the absence of quantitative knowledge about the dilemma zone 
contributing factors. Use of these two alternatives makes it difficult to reflect the dilemma zone dynamics caused by 
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the dynamical characteristics of the driver-vehicle complex; hence they are incapable of estimating the dilemma zone 
accurately.  
 
1.3. Research Objective 
With the advance in high-definition video techniques and software computing technology, a video-capture-based 
software tool VEVID (Vehicle Video-Capture Data Collector) has been developed by the authors, which is able to 
capture high-frequency (up to 30 data points per second) time-based trajectory data during the yellow intervals from 
high-definition digital video. The time-based trajectories enable obtaining a vehicle’s speed and position data from 
the exact instant when the signal indication changes from green to yellow, to the instant when the vehicle stops at the 
intersection or passes the stop line. The accuracy of the speed and location data collected by VEVID has been 
validated in the authors’ previous studies (Wei et al., 2005; Wei et al., 2009; Li, 2009). 
The availability of VEVID offers technical preparedness for quantitatively investigating drivers’ deceleration 
and acceleration behavior during the yellow intervals by analyzing the microscopic trajectory data. It is hence 
possible to quantitatively model the dilemma zone contributing factors and eventually unveil the dilemma zone 
dynamics in a mathematical form. In this context, the objective of this research is four-fold:  
x Update the existing dilemma zone model with fixed contributing factor values to a dynamical model with 
dynamical contributing factor values; 
x Quantitatively formulate the dynamical contributing factors including driver’s minimum PRTs (į1 and į2), 
vehicle’s maximum acceleration rate for passing(Į1), and vehicle’s maximum deceleration rate for stop (Į2), 
with regard to different traffic operational conditions based on the field-observed vehicular trajectory data; 
x Validate the formulation using field-observed ground truth data; and, 
x Evaluate the dynamical dilemma zone model with existing dilemma zone models in terms of accuracy in 
predicting the dilemma zone location.  
 
 
2. Literature Review 
2.1. Estimation of Type I dilemma zone, option zone, and Type II dilemma zone 
Since the mathematical model of the Type I dilemma zone/option zone, i.e., the Gazis, Herman, & Maradudin 
(GHM) model (Gazis et al., 1960) was proposed, it has been adopted by the ITE in its handbooks as the theoretical 
basis for determining the durations of the safe yellow change and all-red intervals (ITE, 1982; 1999; 2009). When 
the duration of yellow interval (Ĳ) is long enough, the Type I dilemma zone can be eliminated according to the GHM 
model. Saito et al. (1990) and Koll et al. (2004) identified that although a longer duration of yellow interval can 
eliminate the Type I dilemma zone, the intersection safety cannot be improved accordingly. This is because 
elimination of the dilemma zone creates a longer option zone in which drivers can still experience indecisiveness 
when making the stop/go decision. This result implies that when developing dilemma zone protection strategies, 
protection should be given to both the Type I dilemma zone and the option zone.  
A prerequisite for developing dilemma zone protection strategies is the knowledge of the location of dilemma 
zone. Although researchers realized that dilemma zone is dynamical due to the dynamical characteristics of the 
driver-vehicle complex (Liu et al., 1985), there is a lack of quantitative studies of the dilemma zone contributing 
factors documented in the literature. In most existing engineering practice, į1, į2, Į1, and Į2 were typically assumed 
to have constant values based on the infrastructure design experience. The ITE’s Traffic Engineering Handbook 
suggested that Į1, Į2, and į2 should take constant values as 0 ft/s2 (0 m/s2), 10 ft/s2 (3.05 m/s2), and 1 s, respectively 
(ITE, 1999; 2009). In FHWA’s Traffic Detector Handbook, Į2 was alternatively assumed to be 16 ft/s2 (4.88 m/s2) in 
some cases (FHWA, 2006). The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
suggested Į1, Į2, and į2 to be 0 ft/s2 (0 m/s2), 11.2 ft/s2 (3.41 m/s2), and 1.5 s, respectively (Click, 2008). Although in 
most cases Į1 was assumed to be 0 ft/s2 (0 m/s2), the GHM model originally formulated Į1 as a linear function of 
speed with a negative slope (Gazis et al., 1960); this function was also incorporated in FHWA’s Traffic Detector 
Handbook (FHWA, 2006).  
As an alternative to estimating the dilemma zone in the absence of quantitative knowledge of the dynamical 
dilemma zone contributing factors, the concept of the Type II dilemma zone has established an easy-to-apply 
approach to estimate the dilemma zone from the driver’s stopping probability perspective (Zegeer, 1977). In order to 
make the dilemma zone boundaries independent from speed, time to intersection (TTI) has been commonly used to 
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measure the boundaries of Type II dilemma zone. Sheffi and Mahmassani (1981) developed a probit method that 
models drivers’ stopping probability as a function of TTI. More recent studies started to use binary logistic models 
(Gates et al., 2007; Papaioannou, 2007) or empirical models (Rakha et al., 2007) to replace the probit model. A 
considerable amount of researches have obtained different results about the boundaries of Type II dilemma zone. Li 
and Abbas summarized those results regarding the boundaries of Type II dilemma zone (Li and Abbas, 2009) as 
2.5s~5.0s (Parsonson et al., 1974); 2.0s~4.5s (Zegeer, 1977); 3.0s~6.0s (Chang et al., 1985); 3.3s~5.3s (Bonneson et 
al., 1994) and 1.7s~4.7s (Bonneson and McCoy, 1996).  
 
 
2.2. Explorations on the dynamics of PRT, deceleration rate, and acceleration rate 
Researchers have explored dynamical features of the driver’s PRT under different conditions. Chang et al.’s 
(1985) study results revealed that speed effectively influences the median PRT, which converges to 0.9 s at speeds 
equal to or greater than 45 mph (72 kph). Caird et al. (2005) found that vehicle’s position influences the PRT, which 
ranges from 0.86 s for drivers located closest from the stop line to 1.03 s for drivers located farthest from the stop 
line. Rakha et al. (2007) summarized that the PRT ranges from 0.3 s to 1.7 s with a mean equal to 0.742 s and a 
standard deviation of 0.189 s. Chang and Liu (2006) found that the average driver’s PRT lies in the range between 
0.93 s and 1.16 s. Olson and Rothery (1961) came to a conclusion that the driver’s behavior does not change as a 
function of different durations of the yellow interval. This result was controversial and has been debated by other 
researchers. Chang and Liu (2006) found that drivers are more likely to behave aggressively when encountering a 
long yellow interval as they are more likely to take advantage of the long yellow interval to clear the intersection. 
York and Al-Katib (2000) found that the average PRT is significantly greater with 5 seconds of yellow than 3 
seconds, and the standard deviation is also significantly greater. Gates et al. (2007) concluded that the PRT decreases 
as the approaching speed increases, which means faster drivers react more quickly. Researches have also conducted 
studies on the dynamics of the drivers stopping deceleration rate. Moon et al. (2003) found that driver’s deceleration 
rate increases as the approaching speed increases. This result was also supported by a study conducted by Gates et al. 
(2007).  The only documented research on the driver’s passing acceleration rate was Gazis et al.’s study (1960). They 
indicated that the passing acceleration rate decreases as the approaching speed increases. This finding was important 
but has been seldom applied in practice.  
In summary, most of these existing studies on the driver’s PRT and the vehicle’s deceleration rate were limited 
to the mean and variance of these two factors or to qualitatively describing the dynamics of these two factors by 
mentioning the increasing or decreasing trend under various conditions. However, based on the definition of the 
GHM model, the dilemma zone cannot be simply described by the mean values of PRT and deceleration rate. The 
dilemma zone is actually contributed by several factors and should be estimated using the MAXIMUM deceleration 
rate for stop, the MINIMUM PRTs for stop and go, and the MAXIMUM acceleration rate for go. These maximum 
and minimum values are also dynamical under different traffic conditions. These dynamics need to be revealed, 
quantified, and eventually formulated in order to better understand and estimate the dynamical dilemma zone.  
 
 
3. Enhanced dilemma zone model with dynamical contributing factors 
Considering the fact that the values of the dilemma zone contributing factors are dynamical rather than constant, 
an enhanced dilemma zone model with dynamical contributing factors is proposed in this paper. The enhanced model 
is based on the original GHM model, but assumes the dilemma zone to be vehicle-specific and site-specific. In other 
words, an individual vehicle has its own dilemma zone boundaries which are determined based upon the individual 
vehicle’s speed, the intersection approach’s 85th percentile speed, and potentially the duration of the yellow interval. 
Therefore, in the enhanced dilemma zone model, the contributing factors į1, į2, Į1, and Į2 are not constant, but rather 
dynamical. As such, they are described as functions of individual vehicle’s speed, the intersection approach’s 
aggregated 85th percentile speed, and the duration of yellow interval. The enhanced dynamical dilemma zone model 
is represented by Eqs (3) through (8).   
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2 0 85( , , )tha f V V W           (6) 
1 0 85( , , )thf V VG W           (7) 
2 0 85( , , )thf V VG W           (8) 
Where, V0 is the individual vehicle’s speed; į1 and į2 are the driver’s minimum PRTs for passing and stop decisions 
respectively; Į1 and Į2 are the maximum acceleration and deceleration rates; Ĳ is the duration of the yellow interval; 
and V85th is the 85th percentile speed of the intersection approach.  
Note that the intersection width (W) and vehicle length (L) are not included in Eq. (4) as compared with the 
original GHM model. This is because the GHM model assumes that the yellow interval is used for clearing vehicles 
through the entire intersection. However, in reality, vehicles must only pass the stop line rather than travel through 
the intersection during the yellow interval. Clearing vehicles within the intersection is typically taken care of by the 
all-red interval which is not a part of the dynamical dilemma zone equations.  
The rest of the paper is dedicated to quantifying the dynamics of the dilemma zone by modeling relationships 
between the dilemma zone contributing factors and V0, V85th, and Ĳ. Formulation of the mathematical models for į1, į2, 
Į1, and Į2, are tentatively described by Eqs (5) through (8).  
 
4. Data collection and preparation 
4.1. Study sites and trajectory data collection 
Previous research indicated that lack of reliable dilemma zone related vehicular trajectory data would make it 
difficult to develop scientific interpretations and realistic models of the dilemma zone contributing factors (Sharma et 
al., 2011). With the availability of VEVID and high-definition video, it became feasible to collect high-frequency 
and accurate vehicular trajectory data to thoroughly model and quantify the dilemma zone dynamics.  
Particularly, data collection has been conducted at four suburban high speed signalized intersections in the state 
of Ohio in the US. The Ohio law allows vehicle passing during the yellow intervals. No dilemma zone protection 
was implemented at any of the study sites. The upper portion of Table 1 summarizes the operational characteristics 
of the study sites. The posted speed limit of the study sites was either 50 mph (80 kph) or 55 mph (89 kph). However, 
various 85th percentile speeds were found to range from 47.39 mph (76.27 kph) to 58.30 mph (93.82 kph). The 
yellow time was also variable and included durations of 4.0 s, 4.5 s, and 5.0 s. This variety of operational 
characteristics provides ideal samples for analyzing the impact of the duration of yellow time and the 85th percentile 
speed on the dilemma zone contributing factors.  
During the data collecting, a high-definition digital video camera was placed at an elevated location far from the 
intersection to capture footage of vehicles’ maneuvers during the yellow intervals. In total, 46 hours of video data 
were collected covering different periods of the day. Video was later converted to AVI format with the frame rate of 
30 frames per second and a resolution of 1280 pixels ×720 pixels. VEVID was used to obtain vehicles’ time-based 
trajectory data during the yellow intervals. Vehicles targeted for trajectory data extraction include: all yellow-light-
running vehicles, all red-light-running vehicles, and vehicles that are the first stopped (first-to-stop) vehicles in their 
lanes during the yellow intervals. Note that only through-moving vehicles were targeted for data extraction. The 
lower portion of Table 1 summarizes the size of the samples that stopped, ran yellow, and ran red. The extracted 
trajectory data include the following items: 
x Vehicle’s speed at the onset of yellow indication; 
x Vehicle’s distance from stop line at the onset of yellow indication; 
x Time used by a passing vehicle to reach the stop line calculated from the onset of yellow; 
x Timestamp when the brake light of a stopped vehicle is illuminated. 
The details about how to extract the trajectory data can be found in the authors’ previous studies (Li, 2009; Wei 
et al., 2009). Finally, trajectory data of YHKLFOHVVSHHGPSK (48 kph)) were extracted and collected.  
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Table 1. Operational conditions of the study sites and number of trajectory samples  
 OH-4@Boymel OH-14@OH-44 OH-4@Seward US-50@OH-128 
Posted speed limit 50 mph (80 kph) 50 mph (80 kph) 50 mph (80 kph) 55 mph (89 kph) 
85th percentile speed 47.4 mph (76.3 kph) 51.7 mph (83.2 kph) 44.5 mph (71.6 kph) 58.3 mph (93.8 kph) 
Duration yellow interval 4.0 s 4.0 s 4.5 s 5.0 s 
Average AADT 37,290 veh/day 18,020 veh/day 37,290 veh/day 20,090 veh/day 
Distance Covered  420 ft (128 m) 460 ft (140 m) 420 ft (128 m) 480 ft (146 m) 
First-to-Stop Samples 150 92 158 74 
Run-Yellow Samples 253 62 403 178 
Run-Red Samples 25 22 18 10 
 
4.2. Preparation for PRT, deceleration rate, and acceleration rate 
The PRT was determined by subtracting the timestamps of the onset of yellow time and the instant when the 
brake light of the sample vehicle is illuminated. With the PRT information, the deceleration rate was computed using 
the following equation. 
2
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Where,  Įstop = deceleration rate (ft/s2);  
V0  = yellow-onset speed (ft/s);  
Xs  = yellow-onset distance from stop line (ft); and, 
įstop = driver’s PRT for stop (s).  
It was difficult to derive the PRT for each yellow-light-running from the trajectory data obtained from video. In 
this paper, the PRT for passing was considered the same as the PRT for stop based on the assumption that a driver 
uses the same PRT for making stop and go decisions. The acceleration rate was derived and computed using the 
following equation. 
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Where,  Įrun = acceleration rate (ft/s2);  
V0 = yellow-onset speed (ft/s);  
t = time period between the onset of yellow and the instant when the vehicle passes the stop line (s); 
Xs  = yellow-onset distance from stop line (ft); and, 
įrun = driver’s PRT for passing (s).  
The PRT and the deceleration/ acceleration rate were computed for each vehicle. They were further used as 
samples for modeling the minimum PRTs (į1, į2), the maximum acceleration rate (Į1), and the maximum 
deceleration rate (Į2) and as ground truth data for validating these models. The modeling and validation process is 
discussed in the following sections.  
 
4.3. Identification of minimum PRT, and maximum deceleration and acceleration rates 
In order to identify the minimum PRT and the maximum deceleration rate, yellow-onset speed versus yellow-onset 
distance from the stop line for all stopped samples were plotted on a coordinate system where the vertical axis 
represents the speed and the horizontal axis represents the distance from stop line, as shown by Figs. 2a through 2d. 
The samples that have the shortest stopping distances at different speeds were identified for each study site as 
illustrated by the samples with solid color in Figs 2a through 2d. These solid-color samples concur with the 
definition of Xc, the minimum stopping distance that a stopped vehicle could make at a specific speed. The įstop and 
Įstop of the solid-color samples hence represent the minimum PRT (į2) and the maximum deceleration rate (Į2), 
respectively.  
Similarly, the definition of X0, the maximum yellow-light-running distance for a specific speed, is reflected by 
the samples with the furthest yellow-light-running distances at different speeds, as identified by the samples with 
solid color in Figs. 3.a through 3.d. The įrun and Įrun of these solid-color samples represent the minimum PRT for 
passing (į1) and the maximum acceleration rate for passing (Į1), respectively.  
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Fig. 2. Yellow-onset speed versus yellow-onset distance from stop line for first-to-stop vehicles: (a) OH-4 at Boymel; 
(b) OH-4 at Seward; (c) US-50 at OH-128; (d) OH-14 at OH-44. 
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Fig. 3. Yellow-onset speed versus yellow-onset distance from stop line for yellow-light-running vehicles: (a) OH-4 at 
Boymel; (b) OH-4 at Seward; (c) US-50 at OH-128; (d) OH-14 at OH-44. 
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5. Formulating the dynamics of the dilemma zone contributing factors 
In this section, the dilemma zone contributing factors were quantified and formulated through conducting 
regression analyses on the samples of į1, į2, Į1, and Į2 identified in Section 4.3. Before the formulation, statistical 
significance of the potential factors (i.e., yellow-onset speed V0, 85th percentile speed V85th, and duration of yellow 
interval Ĳ) that are supposed to impact the dilemma zone contributing factors was tested. The insignificant factors 
were therefore excluded from the formulation of the dilemma zone contributing factors. The form of the best-fit 
model for each contributing factor was determined through model-fit analysis; the mathematical model of each 
contributing factor was finally formulated through regressions. Note that only the samples from three study sites (i.e., 
OH-4 at Seward; US-50 at OH-128; and OH-14 at OH-44), which have different yellow durations and 85th 
percentile speeds, were used to model and formulate the dilemma zone contributing factors. The samples from the 
other intersection (i.e., OH-4 at Boymel) were reserved for further validation of the resulting mathematical models.    
 
5.1. Modeling the minimum PRT 
5.1.1 Identification of factors impacting the minimum PRT 
Two linear regression analyses were performed to test whether the vehicle’s speed (V0), the intersection 
approach’s 85th percentile speed (V85th), and the duration of yellow interval (Ĳ) have a significant impact on the 
minimum PRT. The dependant variable for both analyses was minimum PRT for stop (į2). The independent 
variables for Analysis 1 were V0 and V85th, and the independent variables for Analysis 2 were V0 and Ĳ. T-tests were 
performed to test the significance level (p-value) of the independent variables in both analyses. The results 
summarized in Table 2 indicate that for both analyses, V0 is a significant factor with the p-value less than the cut-off 
p-value of 0.05. Further, the negative slope indicates that į2 decreases as V0 increases. However, the p-values for V85th 
and Ĳ are 0.466 and 0.951, respectively, which reveals that both V85th and Ĳ do not significantly impact the driver’s 
minimum PRT.  
Table 2. Tests of potential factors impacting į2 
Linear Regression Analysis a, b B Std. Error t Sig. (p-value) 
Analysis 1 
Constant 1.463 0.353 4.142 0.000 
V0 (mph) -0.017 0.007 -2.619 0.012 
V85th (mph) 0.005 0.007 0.736 0.466 
Analysis 2 
Constant 1.610 0.524 3.072 0.004 
V0 (mph) -0.015 0.006 -2.548 0.015 
Ĳ (s) 0.007 0.108 0.061 0.951 
a. Dependent Variable: į2; b. Sample Size: 44. 
Based on these findings, it is concluded that the yellow-onset speed (V0) is the only statistically significant factor 
to impact the driver’s minimum PRT. 
 
5.1.2 Formulation of the minimum PRT 
A model-fit test was later performed to find out the form of the best fit model to describe the minimum PRT. 
Only the samples from three study sites were used in the test and the samples from the fourth study site were 
reserved for validation purposes. Table 3 summarizes the results of the model-fit test. 
In Table 3, each candidate regression model has an R2 and a p-value obtained from the F test. A higher R2 
implies the minimum PRT is better explained by the regression model, while a lower p-value implies a more 
significant impact on the minimum PRT by V0. Among all of the candidate models, the Inverse regression model has 
the highest R2 and the lowest p-value, and is identified as the best fit model to describe the relationship between the 
minimum PRT and V0. Although the R2 is very low, the yellow-onset speed is statistically significant at the 99.5% 
confidence level. Fig. 4 plots all 44 minimum PRT-V0 pairs involved in the regression analysis along with a linear 
trend line to approximately show the trend of minimum PRT versus V0. Despite the widely scattered points around 
the trend line which cause the low R2, a clear downward trend can be observed according to Fig. 4, indicating the 
minimum PRT decreases as V0 increases. In other words, different drivers’ minimum PRTs vary a lot at the same 
speed. However, a clear trend is found to be that faster driver reacts faster. Therefore, considering the clear 
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downward trend and the statistical significance of the yellow-onset speed, the best model that can be obtained given 
the data is the Inverse Regression Model summarized in Table 3.  
Table 3. Model-fit test to identify the best fit relationship between į2and V0 
Candidate Regression 
Models a, b 
Model Summary Parameter Estimates 
R2 F Sample Size Sig. (p-value) Constant Coefficient 
Linear 0.138 6.745 44 0.013 1.637 -0.015 
Logarithmic 0.154 7.642 44 0.008 3.554 -0.682 
Inverse 0.170* 8.626 44 0.005 0.274 30.392 
Power 0.126 6.049 44 0.018 14.952 -0.734 
S 0.136 6.583 44 0.014 -0.816 32.263 
Exponential 0.116 5.527 44 0.023 1.918 -0.016 
a. Dependent Variable: į2; b. Independent Variable: V0; * indicates the highest R2 
The minimum PRT can be eventually determined by the following equation.  
1 2 0
0
30.392( ) 0.274f V
V
G G           (11) 
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Fig. 4. į2 versus V0 (data from three study sites). 
 
 
5.2. Modeling the maximum deceleration rate 
5.2.1 Identification of factors impacting the maximum deceleration rate 
Similarly, statistical tests were conducted on the maximum deceleration rate (a2) to test the statistical 
significance of V0, V85th, and Ĳ in terms of their impact on a2. The test results are summarized in Table 4. It is 
indicated from both analyses that V0 is a significant factor that impacts a2 at the confidence level of 99.9%. The 
positive slope indicates that a2 increases as V0 increases. The p-value for V85th is 0.000 which indicates that V85th is 
also statistically significant in terms of impacting a2; its negative coefficient reveals that a2 decreases as V85th 
increases. The p-value for Ĳ is 0.138 which is higher than the cut-off p-value of 0.05; this indicates that Ĳ  is not 
statistically significant. 
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Table 4. Tests of potential factors impacting a2 
Linear Regression Analysis a, b B Std. Error t Sig. (p-value) 
Analysis 1 
Constant 9.458 1.733 5.458 0.000 
V0 (mph) 0.262 0.032 8.123 0.000 
V85th (mph) -0.183 0.037 -5.019 0.000 
Analysis 2 
Constant 7.766 3.157 2.460 0.018 
V0 (mph) 0.192 0.035 5.431 0.000 
Ĳ (s) -0.981 0.648 -1.513 0.138 
a. Dependent Variable: a2; b. Sample Size: 44. 
In summary, it is concluded that V0 and V85th are the only factors that significantly impact a2.  
 
5.2.2 Formulation of the maximum deceleration rate 
A model-fit test was performed to investigate the form of the best-fit model to describe a2. Considering that a2 
was identified to be impacted by both V0 and V85th, the model-fit test was comprised of two steps. The first step aimed 
at identifying the best-fit relationship between a2 and V0. To do this, a best-fit relationship analysis was performed 
between a2 and V0. All a2 samples from the three study sites were included in the analysis. Table 5 summarizes the 
results of the sub-tests.  
 
Table 5. Model-fit test to identify the best-fit relationship between a2and V0 
Candidate Regression 
Models a, b 
Model Summary Parameter Estimates 
R2 F Sample Size Sig. (p-value) Constant Coefficient 
Linear .391 26.925 44 .000 3.642 .184 
Logarithmic .397 27.665 44 .000 -18.656 8.063 
Inverse .399 27.833 44 .000 19.737 -342.211 
Power .416 29.877 44 .000 .793 .711 
S .419* 30.296 44 .000 3.154 -30.233 
Exponential .407 28.847 44 .000 5.670 .016 
a. Dependent Variable: a2; b. Independent Variable: V0; * indicates the highest R2  
According to Table 5, all candidate models have the same p-value while the S regression model has the highest 
R2 value. This indicates that the S model best describes the relationship between a2 and V0. Therefore, the first 
relationship can be represented by the following form.  
1
2 0
0
~ exp( )ba b
V
           (12) 
Where, b0 and b1 are the coefficients.  
The second step of the model-fit test was performing similar analysis to identify the best-fit relationship between 
a2 and V85th. The results identified the Inverse model as the best-fit relationship. Therefore, the second relationship 
can be expressed in the following form.  
3
2 2
85
~
th
ba b
V
           (13)  
Where, b2 and b3 are the coefficients.  
The final best-fit model that describes both relationships between a2 and V0 and between a2 and V85th was 
determined by combining Eqs (12) and (13) together. The maximum deceleration rate a2 was finally modeled as a 
function of V0 and V85th, which is represented by the following equation. 
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( , ) exp( )th
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bba f V V b b
V V
            (14)  
Where, b0, b1, b2, and b3 are the coefficients.  
By performing a nonlinear regression analysis on the sample data from the three study sites for model 
development, the coefficients in Eq. (14) were determined. The final formulation of the maximum deceleration rate 
a2 is represented by the following equation with a R2 of 0.637. 
2 0 85
0 85
25.013 480.558( , ) exp(3.572 ) 17.855th
th
a f V V
V V
          (15)  
 
5.3. Modeling the maximum acceleration rate 
5.3.1 Identification of factors impacting the maximum acceleration rate 
Statistical tests were conducted to find out whether V0, V85th, and Ĳ have significant impact on the maximum 
acceleration rate (a1). The test results are summarized in Table 6. It is indicated from both analyses that V0, V85th, and 
Ĳ are all statistically significant, all of which impact a1 at the confidence level higher than 99%. V0 has a negative 
slope, which indicates that a1 decreases as V0 increases. Both V85th and Ĳ have positive slopes, which indicate that a1 
increases as V85th and Ĳ increase. Considering that in practice, the setting of the duration of yellow interval is usually 
based on the 85th percentile speed of the intersection approach, V85th and Ĳ are highly correlated. Therefore, only one 
variable between V85th and Ĳ is actually needed to be incorporated into to model of a1. Due to the fact that value of Ĳ is 
determined based on V85th, V85th was finally selected as the second variable in the model of a1 in addition to V0.   
 
Table 6. Tests of potential factors impacting a1 
Linear Regression Analysis a, b B Std. Error t Sig. (p-value) 
Analysis 1 
Constant 7.474 1.509 4.953 0.000 
V0 (mph) -0.363 0.030 -12.305 0.000 
V85th (mph) 0.230 0.033 7.002 0.000 
Analysis 2 
Constant 4.859 2.938 1.654 0.106 
V0 (mph) -0.279 0.033 -8.428 0.000 
Ĳ (s) 2.312 0.617 3.749 0.001 
a. Dependent Variable: a1; b. Sample Size: 41. 
 
5.3.2 Formulation of the maximum acceleration rate 
A model-fit test was performed to investigate the form of the best-fit model to describe a1. By performing 
similar steps used for identifying the best-fit model for a2, the best-fit relationships between a1 and V0, and between 
a1 and V85th were determined as represented by the following equations. 
1
1 0
0
~ ba b
V
           (16)  
1 2 85 3~ tha b V b            (17)  
 
Where, b0, b1, b2 and b3 are the coefficients.  
The final best-fit model for a1 was determined by combining Eqs (16) and (17) together, as represented by the 
following equation. 
1
1 0 85 0 2 85
0
( , )th th
ba f V V b b V
V
             (18)  
Where, b0, b1, and b2 are the coefficients.  
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By performing a nonlinear regression analysis on the sample data from the three study sites for model 
development, the coefficients in Eq. (18) were determined. The final formulation of the maximum acceleration rate 
a1 is represented by the following equation with a R2 of 0.774. 
1 0 85 85
0
658.948( , ) 23.513 0.223th tha V V VV
           (19)  
 
5.4. Validation of the dynamical models for the dilemma zone contributing factors 
The numerical models of į1, į2, Į1, and Į2 were developed using the datasets from three of the four studies sites. 
The samples from the fourth study site (i.e.,OH-4 at Boymel) were used to validate the developed models of the 
dynamical dilemma zone contributing factors. Specifically, models for į2, Į2, and Į1 were validated separately in this 
section.  
5.4.1. Validation of the minimum PRT model 
The validation was performed by comparing the model-predicted į2 with the ground-truth minimum PRT 
observed at the fourth study site of OH-4 at Boymel. Fig 5 shows such comparison by plotting the observed į2 
samples and the line presenting the predicted į2s computed based on Eq (11). Root-mean-square error (RMSE) was 
computed to measure the difference between the predicted and observed values, which was used as an indicator of 
the prediction accuracy of the į2 model.  
It is indicated from Fig. 5 that the line representing the predicted į2s approximately matches with the observed 
į2s, except with the two obvious outliers located lower in the figure. Notably, the match is better at speeds greater 
than 40 mph (64 kph). The overall RMSE was computed to be 0.24 s, which indicates that the magnitude of the 
errors in predicting į2 is 0.24 s. Based on these results, the dynamical minimum PRT model functions well by having 
an acceptable prediction error.  
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Fig. 5. Validation of the minimum PRT model. 
 
5.4.2. Validation of the maximum deceleration rate model 
Similar with the validation of the į2 model, the validation of the Į2 model was performed by comparing the 
model-predicted Į2 with the ground-truth maximum deceleration rates observed at the fourth study site of OH-4 at 
Boymel. When computing the model predicted Į2s using Eq (15), the model parameter V85th was inputted as the 85th 
percentile speed 47.4 mph (76.3 kph) of the study site. RMSE was also computed to facilitate assessing the 
prediction accuracy of the Į2 model. Fig. 6 shows the result of the comparison.  
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Fig. 6. Validation of the maximum deceleration rate model. 
It is indicated from Fig. 6 that the line representing the predicted Į2s matches closely with the observed Į2s 
within the entire speed range. The overall RMSE was computed to be 0.87 ft/s2, which reflects that the average 
prediction error is as low as 0.87 ft/s2. These results validated the prediction accuracy of the dynamical maximum 
deceleration rate model.  
 
5.4.3. Validation of the maximum acceleration rate model 
The validation of the Į1 model was performed by comparing the model-predicted Į1 with the observed maximum 
acceleration rates from the fourth study site of OH-4 at Boymel. The model parameter V85th took the observed 85th 
percentile speed of 47.4 mph (76.3 kph) when computing the model predicted Į1s based on Eq (19). Fig. 7 shows the 
result of the comparison.  
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Fig. 7. Validation of the maximum acceleration rate model. 
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It is indicated from Fig. 7 that the line representing the predicted Į1s matches the pattern of the observed Į1s, 
while the observed Į1s distribute around the prediction line to some extent. The RMSE was computed to be 1.56 ft/s2, 
which reflects that the average prediction error for the Į1 model is 1.56 ft/s2. The RMSE for the Į1 model is slightly 
greater than the RMSE for the Į2 model. Considering that the acceleration behavior of the passing drivers varies 
more substantially than the deceleration behavior of the stopped drivers, as indicated by the wider dispersion of 
points in Fig. 7 compared to Fig. 6, the slightly larger prediction error for the Į1 model is as expected. Overall, the 
1.56 ft/s2 RMSE reflects acceptable prediction accuracy.  
 
 
5.5. Conclusions of modeling the dynamical dilemma zone 
Through the validation process discussed in Section 5.4, the models of the dilemma zone contributing factors 
were proven to be validated. Therefore, the tentative dynamical dilemma zone model represented by Eqs (3) through 
(8) was eventually finalized by the following equations.    
2
0
0 2 0
2 0 85
( )
2 ( , )c th
VX V V
a V V
G          (20)  
2
0 0 1 0 85 1 0
1 ( , )[ ( )]
2 th
X V a V V VW W G          (21) 
1 0 85 0 85 85
0
658.948( , ) ( , ) 23.513 0.223th th tha V V f V V VV
           (22) 
2 0 85 0 85
0 85
25.013 480.558( , ) ( , ) exp(3.572 ) 17.855th th
th
a V V f V V
V V
         (23) 
1 0 2 0 0
0
30.392( ) ( ) ( ) 0.274V V f V
V
G G           (24) 
In the final form of the dynamical dilemma zone model, Ĳ was dropped from the tentative models of Į1 and Į2, 
and both Ĳ and V85th were dropped from the tentative models of į1 and į2 due to their statistical insignificance.  
 
 
6. Evaluation of the dynamical dilemma zone model 
Theoretically, the dynamical dilemma zone model is expected to perform better in terms of accuracy of the 
estimation of the dilemma zone when compared to the other two compromised estimation approaches: (1) static 
dilemma zone model with constant contributing factor values; and (2) Type II dilemma zone model featured by 
stopping probability. The expected better estimation accuracy is because the dynamical model really actually the 
dynamics of the dilemma zone. Specifically, the dynamical model addresses the dynamical characteristics of the 
driver-vehicle complex by modeling the dilemma zone contributing factors as functions of an individual vehicle’s 
speed and the intersection facility’s site-specific speed. These dynamics were not addressed in either the static 
dilemma zone model or Type II dilemma zone model.  
The dynamical model’s theoretical superiority in dilemma zone estimation was evaluated through comparison 
with other existing dilemma zone models that have been widely used in the US (i.e., the traditional dilemma zone 
model with parameter values recommended by the FHWA and the Type II dilemma zone model). To facilitate the 
evaluation, an accuracy indicator for dilemma zone estimation was introduced. The indicator is the root-mean-square 
error (RMSE) that measures the horizontal deviation between the predicted dilemma zone boundary and the observed 
dilemma zone boundaries represented by the observed minimum stopping distance and the maximum yellow-light-
running distance. The RMSE is calculated using the following equation.  
2[ ( ) ( )]
n
Predicted i Observed i
i
DZModel
X V X V
RMSE
n

 
¦
     (25) 
Where,  
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RMSEDZModel  = RMSE for a dilemma zone boundary predicted by a specific dilemma zone model (ft); 
XPredicted(Vi)   = predicted dilemma zone boundary (either Xc or X0) for a specific vehicle speed Vi  (ft); 
XObserved (Vi)        = observed dilemma zone boundary represented by the observed minimum stopping 
distance or the maximum yellow-light-running distance (ft); and, 
n   = number of observations.  
Fig. 8 illustrates how the RMSE is calculated using an example of the upstream boundary (X0) predicted by a 
dilemma zone model. According to the statistical implication, the smaller the RMSE is, the better the predicted 
dilemma zone boundary fits the observed dilemma zone boundary. Therefore, a smaller RMSE reflects higher 
accuracy for prediction of the dilemma zone boundary. 
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Fig. 8. Calculation of the RMSE for an alternative dilemma zone model (example of prediction of the upper 
boundary of the dilemma zone). 
 
The evaluation compared the dynamical dilemma zone model with the traditional dilemma zone model using the 
FHWA-recommended parameter values (i.e., į1 = į2 = 1 s; Į2 = 10 ft/s2 (3.05 m/s2); Į1 = 16-0.213V0 ) (FHWA, 2006) 
and with the Type II dilemma zone model calibrated based on the yellow-onset trajectory data used for developing 
and validating the dynamical dilemma zone model (i.e., the calibration was based on logistic regression on the total 
1445 vehicle samples collected at the four study sites). The calibrated lower and upper boundaries of the Type II 
dilemma zone were 3.08 s and 5.56 s from the stop line, respectively. Table 7 compares the RMSEs for the three 
alternative dilemma zone models in terms of prediction of the upper and lower boundaries of the dilemma zone. Figs. 
9 and 10 further illustrate the comparison visually.  
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Table 7. Comparison of RMSE for different dilemma zone models  
 
Alternative Dilemma Zone 
Model 
US-50 
@ OH-128 (ft 
(m)) 
OH-4 
@ Boymel 
(ft (m)) 
OH-4 
@ Seward 
(ft (m)) 
OH-14 
@ OH-44 
(ft (m)) 
RMSE for Prediction of 
the Lower DZ Boundary  
(ft (m)) 
Dynamical Xc Model 26.6 (8.1) 20.3 (6.2) 12.4 (3.8) 28.9 (8.8) 
FHWA Xc Model 62.4 (19.0) 52.4 (16.0) 53.2 (16.2) 64.7 (19.7) 
Calibrated Type II DZ Model 72.7 (22.2) 38.7 (11.8) 28.1 (8.6) 61.9 (18.9) 
RMSE for Prediction of 
the Upper DZ Boundary 
(ft (m))  
Dynamical X0 Model 57.0 (17.4) 38.7 (11.8) 18.7 (5.7) 33.2 (10.1) 
FHWA X0 Model 73.8 (22.5) 56.4 (17.2) 45.3 (13.8) 48.4 (14.8) 
Calibrated Type II DZ Model 71.3 (21.7) 121.1 (36.9) 66.1 (20.1) 129.9 (39.6) 
 
 
 
 
 Fig. 9. Prediction of dilemma zone downstream boundary by different dilemma zone models: (a) OH-4 at Boymel; 
(b) OH-4 at Seward; (c) US-50 at OH-128; (d) OH-14 at OH-44. 
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 Fig. 10. Prediction of dilemma zone upstream boundary by different dilemma zone models: (a) OH-4 at Boymel; (b) 
OH-4 at Seward; (c) US-50 at OH-128; (d) OH-14 at OH-44. 
 
It is indicated from Table 7 that both the lower and upper dilemma zone boundaries predicted by the dynamical 
dilemma zone model have the lowest RMSE among the three alternative dilemma zone models at each of the four 
study sites. Specifically, the dynamical model has average RMSEs of 22.1 ft (6.7 m) and 36.9 ft (11.2 m) for 
predicting Xc and X0, respectively; the traditional DZ model has average RMSEs of 58.2 ft (17.7 m) and 56.0 ft (17.1 
m) for predicting Xc and X0, respectively; and, the calibrated Type II DZ model has average RMSEs of 50.4 ft (15.3 
m) and 97.1 ft (29.6 m) for predicting Xc and X0, respectively. Among the three alternative models, the Type II 
dilemma zone model performs worst especially when predicting the upper boundary of the dilemma zone.  
In summary, compared to the traditional DZ model, the dynamical model improves the prediction accuracy by 
reducing the predicting error by 62% and 34% for the prediction of Xc and X0, respectively. When compared to the 
calibrated Type II DZ model, the dynamical model reduces the predicting error by 56% and 62% for the prediction 
of Xc and X0, respectively. All these findings have proven the superiority of the dynamical dilemma zone model in 
terms of the accuracy of estimating the dilemma zone. 
 
7. Conclusions 
This research successfully revealed and quantified the dynamics of the dilemma zone by formulating the 
dynamical contributing factors of the dilemma zone using field-observed high-frequency trajectory data obtained 
from four high-speed intersections. The dynamics of the dilemma zone have been long realized since the concept of 
the dilemma zone was proposed in 1960. However, the dynamics have not yet been well modeled despite being 
continuously explored by researchers over decades. The incapacity of modeling and quantifying the dynamics was 
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perhaps due to the lack of reliable and robust vehicular trajectory data during the entire yellow interval. The 
availability of VEVID enabled the collection of high-frequency time-based trajectory data from high-definition 
digital video and hence offered technical preparedness for modeling the dilemma zone dynamics. The most 
significant innovation of this paper lies in the proposal of the enhanced dynamical dilemma zone model by 
incorporating the quantitative dynamics into the traditional dilemma zone model and in the eventual identification, 
quantification, and formulation of the dynamical contributing factors. The mathematical models for contributing 
factors were developed using the datasets from three study sites and validated using the dataset exclusively from the 
other independent study site. Validation result indicated that the models for the dynamical contributing factors are 
effective in predicting the minimum PRT and the maximum acceleration and deceleration rates under various speed 
conditions.  
The resulting dynamical dilemma zone model regards the dilemma zone to be both vehicle-specific and site-
specific. Specifically, the minimum PRT was identified and modeled as a function of individual vehicle’s speed; the 
maximum deceleration rate and the maximum acceleration rate were identified and modeled as functions of both the 
individual vehicle’s speed and the intersection approach’s 85th percentile speed.  
 The final evaluation compared the dynamical dilemma zone with two widely applied dilemma zone models: the 
traditional dilemma zone model with parameter values recommended by FHWA and the Type II dilemma zone 
model calibrated based on the same trajectory data used for developing the dynamical dilemma zone model. The 
evaluation was performed by comparing the predicted dilemma zone boundaries with the observed dilemma zone 
boundaries for the four study sites. The results were as expected. Compared to the traditional DZ model, the 
dynamical dilemma zone model improves the prediction accuracy by reducing the predicting error by 62% and 34% 
for the prediction of the lower and upper boundaries, respectively. When compared to the calibrated Type II DZ 
model, the dynamical dilemma zone model reduces the predicting error by 56% and 62% for the prediction of the 
lower and upper boundaries, respectively. This improvement in dilemma zone estimation accuracy benefited from 
the improvement in theoretical modeling of the dilemma zone, which is the well modeled dilemma zone dynamics in 
terms of the validated models of the dynamical dilemma zone contributing factors.  
In summary, previous research either used constant contributing factors or probabilistic definition to estimate the 
dilemma zone. These methods were compromised in ways to the dilemma zone estimation rather than real modeling 
of the dilemma zone, due to the difficulties in quantifying the dilemma zone dynamics. This research addressed the 
issue of real modeling of dilemma zone using the high-resolution trajectory data obtained from high-definition video. 
The most significant contribution is the proposal of the dynamical dilemma zone model which explicitly and 
theoretically establishes this dilemma zone dynamics in the dilemma zone model. In addition, other contribution lies 
in (1) quantification of the dilemma zone dynamics by modeling the dynamical contributing factors based on 
empirical data; (2) validation of the models of the dynamical contributing factors using a separate set of empirical 
data; and (3) validation of the final dynamical dilemma zone model’s estimation accuracy via comparison with other 
existing ways in estimating the dilemma zone. The innovation of this research brings advancement in empirical 
understanding and theoretical modeling of the dynamics of the DZ problem and hence provides theoretical support 
for developing more efficient and effective dilemma zone protection strategies in future by better estimating the 
location of the dilemma zone.  
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